The previous paper [4] by the author discussed the Cauchy problem for a special type of hyperbolic equations of second order to prove its C +00 -wellposedness. This paper will show that any effectively hyperbolic equation of second order has such a special expression of symbols, namely, that the special type may be regarded as a standard type of effectively hyperbolic equation of second order. Once this proposition has been admitted, the combination with the result of the previous paper could justify, for equations of second order, the assertion that any effectively hyperbolic equation is strongly hyperbolic, namely, C +00 -wellposed independent of lower terms.
Our discussion starts from the following premise.
The principal part p 2 of an operator of second order has a form that p 2 is hyperbolic with respect to the direction dx Q9 that is, / is a non negative function. p 2 is effectively hyperbolic, that is, the fundamental matrix of p 2 has real non zero eigenvalues at the singular points of characteristics of p 2 .
And / is strictly positive outside a bounded set of x variable as an additional assumption.
Our purpose is to find an infinitely diflferentiable function A = A(x 0 ,x 9 £) of homogeneous order 1 in £ at a neighborhood of each fixed # 0 variable such that In order to construct the function A as a small perturbation of 4? it suffices to solve the quasilinear equation of <j> that This equation is rather simple. In fact it seems that the NashMoser implicit function theorem is applicable to solve it. It is, however, found difficult to give a priori a function c to apply directly the Nash's theorem to the equation. This difficulty is caused by the linear part with the principal part of a singular vector field, while it is not caused if it suffices to obtain only a finitely differentiable solution of any order. But it is avoidable by means of some simple modification of approximate solutions. Therefore our method to find a solution of the quasilinear equation is merely imitative of the Nash's method, though the proof will be given here. We refered the method to Hormander [1] According to V. Ya Ivrii and V. M. Petkov [3] or L. Hormander [2] , the hyperbolicity of p 2 implies that the fundamental matrix Jĥ as no eigenvalue except for pure real or pure imaginary ones at the singular points of characteristics of p 2 . Moreover non zero real eigenvalues are isolated and they consist of only a pair of eigenvalues, the absolute values of which are same, if they exist 8 The assumption that p 2 is effectively hyperbolic means, by definition, the existence of such eigenvalues on the singular points of characteristics. We denote them by a>0 and -a. Then it is guaranteed that a is extended to an infinitely differentiable function at a neighborhood of the singular points of characteristics as a and -a keep being eigenvalues of Jâ nd real, by virtue of the facts that a and -a are isolated and that 5F is a real matrix. Since the fundamental matrix 3F is independent of the variable f 0 , a. is also independent of the variable £ 0 and of homogeneous order 1 in £. The eigenvector v+ corresponding to a is also chosen as an infinitely differentiable function in C^o 3 % 3 f ) at a neighborhood of the singular points of characteristics. It may be normalized as We now show how to construct asymptotic solutions of <j> and c. We start from and £o = 0.
So we denote
A 0 = 0(0). /z 0 is divided into two parts such that Ao = A (0) +A a>.
We shall later show how to divide it. Let us put
assuming that <f> n and c n are already given. Then it holds that where and c n4 . l =c n + d n .
We now assume that w n is a solution of the equation
®i(fa)wn-c;Vi($;)wn-d n <f> n =g n9
where and C n = &6(6 + n)Cn* Remark on Notations. S e is a so-called smoothing operator. An explanation about its properties will be given later.
According to Proposition 2.1, w n may be given by From the above definitions, we get
Our purpose needs to show that the limit of h n± i exists as n tends to infinity and vanishes at a neighborhood of the zero points of /. So we put and Then we get THE CAUGHY PROBLEM by defining
Here it will be shown at the later proof that e^ tends to zero and the limit of /" vanishes at the neighborhood of the zero points of /.
In order to estimate we get it found that it is written as by the solution <^£ 4) of the equation
We prepare three lemmas for the smoothing operator S g and the Holder spaces. (For example, see Hormander [1] .)
Lemma 2.1. The smoothing operator S e has the following properties for a and b such that Q<a
lla-^all.^C^-llHlL ifb<a. Proof. We prove it by induction in n>0. We assume that it holds for j<n except for j = 0 and that a. is not integer. 
-2?=o

5) For 0<a<m and for Q<k<n, it holds that
Remark. The constant C j § at the above lemma are independent of n.
We assume Lemma 2.5. It will be proved after the present proof. 4) of Lemma 2.1, 3) of Lemma 2.5 and the estimate for h^ imply that, for Q<a<a Q , Moreover 1) and 2) of Lemma 2.1 and 3) of Lemma 2.5 imply that for 0<a<<2 0 ,
In fact it suffices to take b=a, in case that a<a, and to put b=a and a -a, in case that a>a, at Lemma 2.1. Therefore we obtain that, for if 0 is taken as Proposition 2.1 applies to the case that m=m or m = 0 9 to yield it for and by virtue of the interpolation theory (Lemma 2.3), that for 0<a<m
If d is defined as
and if the parameter 6 is chosen as sufficiently large as then the conclusion of induction is deduced because the above constant C 8 is independent of n. We here remark that the bound of il^ftlli should be put less than a small constant given beforehand and that it is satisfied by taking 6 large. of 0 and k. Therefore we show that e^-e^ have the same type of estimates with another constant C 65 independent of n. We assume 5) of Lemma 2.5 because it is proved independent of the statement 2) . The data g for (p^ is -e™ so that the estimate holds in this case if Now we also assume them valid for integers not exceeding so that the statement 2) is valid. Then the statements 3) and 4) are valid for such integers as proved at their own proofs. Therefore e^ -efli is bounded as lkf-^ilL<(2C 4Î
f the constant C 6(5 is given beforehand as then we are able to choose the parameter 0 as sufficiently large as and this choice is independent of k and also n. Therefore, for 0< a<m -1 and for Q<k<n, it holds that We now apply Proposition 2.2 to get the conclusion.
3) We may assume the statements 1) and 2). Then we obtain that Therefore we get the conclusion because e k is the sum of Then it is bounded below such that
if # is also sufficiently large. Moreover the inequality implies that
if 0 is sufficiently large, the point (% 0~j X") is included in the interior of intersection of <0 w (r n ) for all n.
Lemma 2.6. The error terms f n vanish absolutely on Az(O ? respectively. Therefore they and their limit f +00 vanish on S +00 (r +00 ), where r +00
is the limit of r n as n tends to infinity. The point (XQ,X~) attaining the Zero of f is included in the interior of O +00 (r +0^)e
Proof. f Q vanishes on -Q 0 (jo) according to the discussion before Lemma 2.8. We assume that/ n vanishes on Q n (r^. Then (yi 1 + ^~)^f follows from the fact that ||0||i is small.
At last we note the regularity of the solution (j>. Once Lemma 2.4 had been obtained, the decay rate -a in it is easily improved without moving the parameter 0.
We assume the following lemma proved later. Proof. It suffices to prove that, if it is supposed that the inequality holds for a constant /3, then we may replace ft by /3 + a -1, where /3 and /3 + « -1 are not integers. In fact the inequalities are guaranteed by Lemma 2.4 in the case f) = a. It is possible to take the same procedure in the present case as at the proof of Lemma 2.4 by replacing a by /S if the influence of the constant 0 is neglected. So we get the estimate for e k corresponding to one at 3) of Lemma 2.5, that is, with a constant C independent of k. Moreover it holds that so that Therefore we obtain that for any non negative <2, Proposition 2.1 combines with the above to yield the estimates for w k ±i and d k+l with the rate a-a~ /3.
q. e. d. The hyperbolicity (See the first part of Section 1 or 3.) yields that K~ has no non zero real eigenvalue at the zero points of/, so that 
Proof of Lemma 2.7. It suffices to consider it at a neighborhood of the zero points of/. Then it holds that &($) -c¥($) =Q. This implies that
(x Q ,X).
We clarify the asymptotic behavior of the flow F t (x^X) and its derivatives in (x Q ,X) as the parameter t tends to infinity.
M (*,*",*) = (Ffg) ( Xo ,X) =g(F t (x 09 X»
is a solution of the equation 
Then it holds that
The new inner product defined by (u, v)t= (H^u, v) has the relation with the canonical one as The equality yields Therefore if we restrict <5 as it is less than a fixed constant, then we obtain
On the other hand, the equality 
r(t-s, j>
According to the assumption that \\r\\ Q is bounded by a constant, the application of Lemma 2 to them gives again them a common bound such that We get the above results into the proposition. 
. Construction of Right Inverses
At the previous section, the estimates of functions moved by the flow F t (x Q ,X) have been attained by means of the function 7* consisting of F/5/, F^ and 0. It is not enough outwardly for our purpose, namely, to prove Proposition 2.1. It requires to make sure of another property of the flow F t (x Q ,X).
We check Proposition 2.2 before doing it. We consider the equation 
(d/dX)f~(t,X)
and the difference is bounded by C6~2 on such a point (t,X). Therefore it is possible to take the bound of \\<fi Q \\2 independent of d.
q. e. d.
Another characteristic of the flow F t (x Q9 X) is found out in the behavior of A(y^Y) as the parameter t tends to infinity.
A(y^Y} should decrease in exponential order if the function f were identically equal to zero. Therefore it is supposed to remain small iff and its derivatives are small.
Let <p Q and (pi stand for the following ones. 2 is bounded independent of v and d. Therefore the constants a, /3 and the bound of ||^i||i are fixed independent of v. On the other hand it holds for that |10(0) -£^(0)11! is small as u tends to zero by the discussion at the end of Section 1 and that the others are small so that there exists v as ||^i||i is less than the bound by virtue of Lemma 4.1.
q. e. d. Therefore the constant of the estimate at Proposition 2.1 is independent of <[>. We now fix w and assume it for $ that for a constant C 2~, This implies that for any non negative ???, c w r<c w3 (/lf|-2 +*).
Proof of Proposition
Here d in ? is changed depending on m but w and the bound of 
